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 Full Cast & Crew Details, Director & Main Actress Details, Dual Audio Quality. 720p : Full HD : 480p : 1080p : 19.33 GB |
650MB Runtime: 2:29:59 Release Date: 18 October 2013 Languages : English, Hindi Music by: Rajeshwari Sachdev Storyline :
Jasleen is an average woman from a middle-class family living a life of luxury with her husband and their 3 children. But all of
it comes crashing down when she is jailed for the murder of her husband! She goes to prison, and finds solace there. Who are

the 2 prison inmates who help her? Who is the ex-husband whom she hates most? What secrets are they hiding? And who is the
man who helped her? All these questions are answered in this movie. It is the story of a rich woman who meets the fate of losing
everything and becoming a poor woman. And yet, she decides to be the best kind of a poor woman, which is loving and giving,
doing all the chores and sacrificing, and taking care of everyone around her. You can watch this movie online for free on the

site which we have suggested. 6.10 Music and Sound : Sound quality is not the best but as an average audio film you can expect
the audio to be ok. As the movie is a dual audio movie the audio quality might not be bad. So be ready for that. Editing : The
movie has average editing. There are very few scenes which are out of the boundaries of the story. The editing is good in the
movie. So expect very few cuts in the movie. Casting : Cast and Crew are quite good and decent in the movie. The actors are
given the best roles which suit them. The director has given enough support to the actors. The only drawback is that, there are
not many scenes which are too strong in the movie. Acting : The acting of the film is decent. But it is not the best and does not

contain much. Story : The story is decent. It is a revenge drama, and is directed by Preeti a good director. It is a decent story that
makes you think. It is a dual audio movie so you will hear both the languages of the movie. Dialogues : 82157476af
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